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Weekly Horoscopes
By Mickayla Smith 
staff Writer
Aries: Prioritize your income and finances 

this week. Find a way to bring a greater sense 
of security and confidence to your future 
endeavors. Try not to focus on material 
possessions and focus on what you need.

Taurus: You may have been contemplating 
taking a risk other people advise you not to 
do. This is not like you. This new behavior 
could be from boredom or craving change so 
badly that you overlook warning signs. Take 
some time to think before you act.

Gemini: A long friendship could turn into 
something bigger and better this week. You 
could learn something new about each other 
that intrigues you both. This could lead to a 
deeper friendship or a romantic relationship.

Cancer: Don’t waste time feeling down and 
lost about your capabilities. Your talents shine 
and people notice. You may not feel this way, 
but others see you as an expert.

Leo: This week, you may be thinking about a 
direction you want to go where you will shine 
the brightest. What’s next for you? This is what 
you should be thinking about this week.

Virgo: You may be feeling super 
unmotivated this week. There could be 
underlying circumstances that block you 
from getting important things done. You 
need to reorganize your organization, or 
what you think is organized. Shake things 
up to establish some inspiration.

Libra: You may be asking for advice 
from family or from reliable friends this 
week about a question only you can answer. 
You are the only one that will live with 
the outcome, not your friends or family. 
Seeking advice is fine, but consider all 
possibilities before sticking to a plan.

Scorpio: A complicated financial situation 
may be weighing on your mind this week. 
This is very confusing to you and you may 
not know how to handle this in the best 
way. Find resources that you can talk to so 
you can gain a better understanding of this 
situation.

Sagittarius: This week holds a blessing 
for you. A certain situation may unfold 
at a graceful, natural pace. This may be 
connected to your purpose in this life. 
Whether it’s towards your career, family, 
friends, romantic partner, etc., this week 
will help you bloom.

Capricorn: Your popularity has seemed 
to peak in a certain social group. You’re 
normally a very shy person but your 
personality has begun to shine and others 
are starting to see you in your best lighting. 
There may be more invitations to social 
events in the future.

Aquarius: You have embarked on a new 
quest. This new quest will open your mind 
up to many possibilities concerning your 
interactions with loved ones and the love of 
yourself You may see yourself differently 
by the end of this week, and that’s a good 
thing.

Pisces: Before you draw a boundary 
between you and someone else, think about 
it first. You may never be able to take this 
back. Is it worth losing this person? Maybe 
it’s because you have been more judgmental 
lately than flexible. Think before you act.


